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eing an athlete requires a person to be physically fit

and mentally  tough.

If you have undiagnosed celiac disease, it is likely

hard to be either. Depending on your symptoms, it may

be difficult to train and compete. Perhaps worse, you

may have thought about whether you can continue with

your sport. Even after a diagnosis, some wonder if an

athletic career is still possible, especially one that

requires intense training,  carbo- loading and  traveling.

Until the last few years,  top- ranked  gluten- free ath-

letes were hard to find. The  gluten- free diet was rarely if

ever mentioned in the sports pages. It was a mystery

whether there were  gluten- free athletes competing on

the world  stage.

However, things are changing and the  gluten- free

diet is becoming a popular topic for sports articles.

Some credit should go to number one ranked tennis

player, Wimbledon champion Novak Djokovic, who

won three major tournaments in a single year after going

gluten  free.

With the number of top  gluten- free athletes on the

rise, we have to wonder how they do it. What can  gluten-

 free weekend athletes, high school sports stars, and

ardent exercisers learn from these athletes who pursue

sports as a career in spite of the demands of their  diet?

To figure that out, I interviewed three athletes who

have celiac  disease— sabre fencer Jeff Spear, distance

runner Amy Yoder Begley, and arena football player

Craig  Pinto— hoping to dispel the myth that being an

athlete  post- diagnosis is all but  impossible.

All three are flourishing in their respective sports and

performing at a higher level than ever before. Through

their stories and insights, Spear,  Yoder Begley and Pinto

are hoping to inspire others who follow the  gluten- free

diet to dream big and keep working towards their ath-

letic  goals.
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Just another  opponent
Bulgaria, Padua, Budapest, Moscow, Athens,
 Warsaw— an itinerary that may sound scary
to someone with celiac disease. But to Spear,
it is just another day in the office. A compet-
itive sabre fencer who was diagnosed with
celiac disease in 2004 when he was 15, Spear
travels the world in pursuit of making the
2012 Olympic  team.

Although he is fencing his way to the top,
there was a period of time when Spear ques-
tioned whether he would ever fence again.
Nine years ago as a growing teenager at 6 feet
1 inch, he lost a great deal of weight. Despite
the alarming weight loss, he was afraid to
make a doctor’s appointment, thinking he
might be told his fencing career was  over.

When he did visit the doctor, they
thought he was losing weight on purpose.
Spear continued to try and put on weight by
eating 4,000 calories a day, but to no avail. A
year after the symptoms started, he went to
see another doctor who correctly diagnosed
him with celiac  disease.

Once on the  gluten- free diet and
starting to feel better, Spear real-
ized he had not felt well his whole
life. With the weight back on, for
the first time he had enough
strength to last through an entire
fencing  tournament.

Fencing is referred to as physi-
cal chess. The fencer must be able
to sprint up and down a fencing
strip while planning an attack on, or
preparing to defend against, the
opponent. A fencer must be fast and
explosive like a sprinter, but also
have endurance to last through long
days of  competition.

To achieve this combination,
Spear fences 30 hours each week.
Off the strip, he spends 20 minutes
each day working on his core with
exercises such as squats, jumps,
and push-ups. Twice a week he does
lifting and plyometrics, which are
fast, explosive  exercises.

Since his diagnosis, Spear has
soared up the ranks of US men’s
sabre fencing, never letting celiac

disease stand in his way. Just like figuring
out how to beat an opponent on the fencing
strip, he has mastered how to be an elite ath-
lete, and his hard work is paying off. He was
the 2008 NCAA men’s sabre champion
while a sophomore at Columbia University.
Currently, he is ranked in the top five in US
men’s  sabre.

And off the fencing strip, Spear was
Columbia’s 2010 salutatorian and graduated
with a major in evolutionary biology of the
human species with a concentration in
archaeology. Interestingly, Columbia’s 2010
valedictorian also follows a  gluten- free  diet.

Going the celiac  distance
Amy Yoder Begley’s dream of being an
Olympian started when she was 10 years old.

She dreamed of running long distance track
on the most important athletic stage. Even as
she started to experience symptoms of celiac
disease at 18, 10 years before she would be
diagnosed, Yoder Begley kept on  running.

In college, she was the 2000 NCAA 5K
Indoor champion and the next year she was
the 10K champion. As she continued to train
and compete in her 20s, years of undiag-
nosed celiac disease began to stall her  career.

Although ranked in the top 10 in the
United States, Yoder Begley had trouble
moving up within the ranking. She had diffi-
culty running for more than 30 minutes, was
anemic and would dehydrate easily. Her
diagnosis was also complicated by the fact
that she was moving around for training and
saw different doctors in each new location.
Each doctor seemed to only treat her existing
symptoms and none looked at her bigger
health  picture.

A visit with a doctor in Atlanta in 2006
changed everything. The doctor, who had
been diagnosed with celiac disease six
months before, took Yoder Begley’s medical
history, put the pieces together, and diag-
nosed her with celiac disease. This happened
two years before her goal of making the 2008
Olympic  team.

Two years may sound like a long time, but
in the world of sports, it was an extremely
tight window to make it to the top of the 10K
pack. Yoder Begley was determined, and just
as the Olympics were approaching, and her
health was improving, her dream came true.
She qualified for a spot on the team and com-
peted in the 10K in  Beijing.

Yoder Begley continues to chase her
dream of being the best in the world. At the
2009 World Championships she finished
sixth in the 10K, her best performance to
date. Since that top finish, there have been a
few bumps in the road. Like many athletes,
she has been battling several injuries. Her
right Achilles tendon required surgery in
 2010.

Just as things were improving, a new
problem developed. After finishing 6th at the
2011 USA Nationals, she had surgery on her
left Achilles. Yoder Begley is currently on the
mend and looking towards the 2012 Olympic
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Trials where she hopes to qualify for her sec-
ond Olympic  games.

Kicking celiac disease 
to the  top
What began as a desire for change would
become Craig Pinto’s athletic passion. In
11th grade, after years of playing soccer,
Pinto wanted to try something new, so he
joined his high school’s football team and
became their  kicker.

He enjoyed his new sport so much that,

although he was not recruited after gradua-
tion, he was able to ”walk on” to the Hofstra
University football  team.

However, after two seasons on the team,
Pinto, who was diagnosed with Crohn’s dis-
ease when he was 12, wasn’t feeling well. He
started to feel lethargic and had bouts of
nausea. The nausea and lethargy were differ-
ent symptoms than normally accompanied
his Crohn’s  flare- ups. On a visit to his doctor,
a nurse suggested he get tested for celiac dis-
ease, and Pinto was formally  diagnosed.

After receiving his diagnosis, he had a
difficult time accepting having celiac dis-
ease. Pinto believed that cutting gluten out
would make being an athlete impossible. He
stopped playing football and left school. As
hard as it was, as time went on, Pinto got
mentally stronger and his opinion started to
 change.

In 2007, seven years after being diag-
nosed, he started to kick again and realized
he had unfinished business. Pinto started to
train and soon returned to college. As his
training progressed, he decided to try out for
a minor league arena football team. He was
signed onto the team at the tryout. Eight
years after having been diagnosed with
celiac disease, Pinto’s dream of playing foot-
ball again came  true.

Not only is Pinto playing football again,
but he has also made the decision to combine
his passion for sports with raising celiac dis-
ease awareness. He came up with the idea of
combining the two interests by trying for the
Guinness Book of World Records title for
“Most American Football Field Goals in 12
hours.” He turned the quest into a fundraiser
for celiac disease research by collecting
 pledges.

In October 2010, Pinto got the Guinness
record when he kicked 717 field goals in 12
hours, raising almost $5,000. He is hoping to
continue to set a new world record to raise
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money for his newly launched foundation
Kicking 4 Celiac. He recently set a new
Guinness record by kicking 1,000 field goals
in 24  hours.

What celiac athletes 
teach  us
A diagnosis of celiac disease allowed these
three athletes to reach the athletic feats they
had all dreamed about. As they continue to
pursue their respective athletic goals, they
prove that celiac disease means no more

gluten, not an end to sports. Whether your
goal is to use that basketball hoop in the
driveway more often, try out for the travel
soccer team, or make the Olympic team, an
athletic lifestyle is totally  possible.

The most important thing to think about
as you transition back into your athletic
lifestyle is your goals. Goals will help keep
you motivated as you learn how to be a
 gluten- free athlete. Although it may take
time, the further you move away from gluten,
the closer you move to being the athlete you

always knew and wanted to be. Celiac dis-
ease may just be the best thing to happen to
your athletic  career.

Susan Cohen, a fencer herself, is proud to be
an athlete with celiac disease. She be lieves her
success on the strip is directly connected to her
celiac disease diagnosis. Susan is currently
pursuing a Masters in Forensic Linguistics at
Hofstra  University.

(See related story about GF Olympic medal
winning swimmer, page 62.)

Training as an athlete means fueling as an athlete. When an
athlete is new to the  gluten- free diet by either choice or neces-
sity, that means many foods used to fuel training have to
change. Protein bars now have to be gluten free, whole wheat
bagels have to be replaced, and every label has to be  analyzed.

Change can be difficult for athletes because any variation
from a routine can put training in  jeopardy.

Craig Pinto, an arena football player, has figured out that
with a few tweaks, you can train as hard as you did before
going gluten free. He trains five days a week for at least two
hours a day and eats a well-balanced diet. For breakfast, it’s an
 egg- white omelet, a potato, and a banana. Pinto snacks on a
protein bar before eating a salad for lunch. Dinner is either
grilled chicken or turkey with vegetables or  gluten- free quinoa
pasta. After dinner he has an apple with peanut  butter.

In pursuit of her goal of making the 2012 Olympics, runner
Amy Yoder Begley trains twice a day every day for anywhere
from six to eight hours at a time. In addition to running 60 to75
miles a week, she also does Pilates, rides a stationary bike,
uses the elliptical, and has long stretching  sessions.

To fuel up for her long days, Yoder Begley generally eats
three meals and has two to three snacks a day. She eats lots of
fruits and vegetables and relies on staples including almond
butter, granola and  gluten- free  bread.

To make sure he can keep up with the best of the best, Jeff
Spear, a US fencing star, trains six days a week, two to three
times a day for two to seven hours. He eats three or four solid
meals and snacks a lot to increase calorie intake. A typical meal
for Spear is chicken or fish with rice or potatoes, rice and beans
or rice pasta. He likes to snack on carrots, apples, dried fruit and
nuts, and sometimes  chips.

Traveling gluten  free
As  gluten- free athletes, Pinto, Yoder Begley and Spear know
preparing for a competition goes beyond practice. Unlike ath-

letes who can carbo load at any local restaurant, these athletes
have to plan ahead and be very organized when it comes to
eating before a competition or  game.

Being part of a team means Pinto must eat with his team-
mates the night before a game. Team meals are the definition of
carbo loading with bowls of pasta and tons of bread. Pinto has
figured out a way to carbo load gluten freely. Before leaving
New Jersey for competitions in states like North Carolina, Vir-
ginia or Maryland, Pinto prepares quinoa pasta to take with
him and has it heated up when the team stops at a  restaurant.

Spear strategically plans what he will be eating when he is
abroad. He prefers not to eat out prior to a competition so he
prepares his own meals. He packs enough food in his  carry- on
for the entire trip and then has additional food in his  suitcase.

His  go- to list for tournaments includes peanut butter, a loaf
of  gluten- free cornbread that he bakes before leaving, a loaf of
store-bought  gluten- free bread, bars such as Lärabars, pow-
dered soy milk, cereal, dry fruit and nuts, soy nut butter, tuna or
chicken packets and rice that needs minimal cooking. He usu-
ally tries to buy fresh fruit if it is available. During a competi-
tion, he nibbles on  cereal.

For the 2008 Olympics, Yoder Begley contacted the United
States Olympic Committee as soon as she was selected to dis-
cuss her  gluten- free needs in Beijing. The chef was able to
accommodate with baked chicken, veggies, and rice cakes, but
what they provided was far from perfect and gave her an
important lesson on how to travel as an athlete with celiac
 disease.

For the 2009 World Championships in Berlin, she shipped
food ahead of time including Thai noodles and canned salmon
and chicken as well as a hot pot. When competing in the US,
Yoder Begley tries to find a local PF Chang’s or an Outback
Steakhouse for dinner the night before a race as both have
 gluten- free menus. The morning of a race, she generally eats
 gluten- free cereal with soy milk, a banana, and almond  butter.

How star athletes eat, train &  travel
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